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Aim: To study the computational process underpinning synchronization:
� To gain application-independent insights that can be compared to other systems

� To study information dynamics in space and time, to reveal how the computation unfolds and the 
roles of individual nodes.

Results:

� Balance between storage and transfer changes with system coupling.

� Computation of sychronized state is completed much more quickly than sync is 
achieved (or traditional order parameter would otherwise indicate).

� Individual roles of nodes in the synchronization process revealed.

Introduction
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Computation in the synchronization 
process: Motivation
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Synchrony

Synchrony is a self-organising phenomenon in 
complex systems, where interacting oscillators 
mutually entrain to a common frequency and phase.

See simulation at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hhcgKRHc7Rc

Components must have capability to act autonomously, no 
component must be completely dependent on another, interaction 
must not be so strong that the system is considered unified.

A non-trivial dynamical process of synchronisation results.

Synchrony is important because of the wide-range of systems it is 
studied in: fireflies, pacemaker cells in the heart, epilepsy, quantum 
synchrony, and engineered systems such as sensor networks and 
swarm robotics.

Joseph T. Lizier

Introduction
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Synchrony
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Kuramoto model

Population of P oscillators with ωX native frequency and θX phase, 
coupled by KXY, with governing equation:

Order o defined as centroid of phases with ψ average phase

˙θX = ωX +
P∑

Y=1

KXY sin (θX − θY )

oeiψ =
1

P

P∑

X=1

eiθX

Kuramoto, 1975
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Synchrony

Progression of order 
parameter over time:

Settled state order as 
coupling increases:

Joseph T. Lizier

Kuramoto model behaviour

Incoherent

Partial 
coherence

Coherent
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Synchrony

Combinations of arbitrary topologies and non-linear interactions 
lead to intricate behaviour; difficulty in predicting whether a given 
system will synchronize.

In particular, this means there has been little exploration of:

� How the dynamics compare to other complex systems?
E.g. how is the computation of the synchronized state similar to
that in other systems?

� What are the roles of individual nodes?
Which nodes are critical in the synchronization process?

Joseph T. Lizier

Issues
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Synchrony

• Networks of P=100 nodes
• Wireless sensor network or unit-disk 
connectivity:

– Nodes are randomly scattered in [0,1] in 2D
– Each node is bidirectionally connected to 
other nodes within r

• Native frequencies are Gaussian 
distributed with µ=3,σ=1

• Euler method used to numerically 
approximate the Kuramoto model 
equations

• N=1000 time steps used, aiming to 
capture all of transient stage to 
synchronisation

�These topologies tend to hinder sync (Atay
2004)

Joseph T. Lizier

Model details



Information dynamics
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OverviewInformation dynamics

… is the study of distributed computation in 
complex systems, in terms of 3 fundamental 
operations on information:

Joseph T. Lizier

Information 
modification

Information 
transfer

Information 
storage

Distributed 
computation

Particles in CAs

Particle collisions in CAs

Blinkers in CAs
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StorageInformation dynamics

• Info Storage: info in past of an agent relevant to predicting its future

• Active Info Storage: mutual info between past X(k) and next step X’:
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Time 
series
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AX(k) = I(X
(k);X ′) =

〈
i(x(k)n ;xn+1)

〉

n
= 〈aX(n, k)〉n

Average Local
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TransferInformation dynamics

• Apparent transfer entropy: mutual information between source Y1 and 
destination X’ conditioned on the past X(k) of the destination, i.e.:
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TY 1→X(k) = I(Y1;X
′|X(k)) =

〈
i(y1n;xn+1|x

(k)
n )
〉

n
= 〈tY 1→X(n, k)〉n

Average Local
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Locally in CAsInformation dynamics
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• Blinkers and domains are info storage elements.
• Gliders are info transfer agents.

Lizier et al, 2007

← Information 
storage

← Information 
transfer



Information dynamics in the 
synchronization process
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Info dynamics in Sync

Measure information dynamics as a function of coupling K 

• For each network simulated, we:

–Compute the information-theoretical measures on the time series 
of differentials     and  

–Compute local values in space and time

–Generate averages for each time point across all nodes, e.g.

–Generate averages at each node for all time points,       e.g. 

• Use k = 2 for information dynamics calculations.

• Use kernel estimation with a kernel width of 1 standard deviation.

• Results are shown for a sample network; general nature of main 
results confirmed by multiple repeat experiments.

Joseph T. Lizier

Experimental details

˙θX θY − θX
aX(n,K), tY→X(n,K)

〈aX(n,K)〉X

〈aX(n,K)〉n
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1. Dynamics in time
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Order parameter

Incoherent
Partially coherent

Coherent
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1. Dynamics in time
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Information transfer

Incoherent
Partially coherent

Coherent 2. Computation is 
effectively complete 
much earlier than 
synchrony is actually 
achieved!

1. Computation 
effectively is only 
taking place 
during the 
transient to 
synchronization
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2. Effect of coupling
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Order parameter

Incoherent

Partially 
coherent

Coherent

K

• There is a similar incoherent-coherent transition with respect to altering 
the coupling range r
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2. Effect of coupling
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Information dynamics

• Incoherent regime: information properties remain steady

• Then as coupling increases, information storage falls and transfer increases

• trend continues into coherent regime as synch. becomes faster
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3. Role of individuals
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Local information dynamics

Storage Transfer out Transfer in

• Computation core with high incoming and outgoing transfer

• Communication shell with high outgoing transfer

• Outermost nodes have dynamics dominated by high storage.

• “Blocking bridges” or bottleneck nodes (e.g. B) tend to have large storage
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3. Role of individuals
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Relation to degree

Storage

• Storage negatively; transfer (in and out) positively correlated to degree 
(p<0.0001).

• Result aligns with our previous interpretation of roles of nodes, and with 
studies in power grids (Lizier, 2009)

• Similar (weaker) trends for betweeness centrality.

Transfer out
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Conclusion

Framing sync process as distributed computation:
� Provided application-independent insights,

� Allowed examination of local dynamics in space and time.

This revealed new insights:
� Computation of sync is complete much earlier than coherence is 
achieved.

� Information transfer increases with coupling, accelerating sync.

� There are distinct differences in the computational roles of individual 
nodes; e.g. computation cores, communication shells, blocking bridges.

Future work:
� Examine other network topologies.

� Use information dynamics to explore network damage and synchrony.

Joseph T. Lizier

Info dynamics in synch.
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Thank you for your attention!
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Phase transitions in networks
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Several authors suggest phase transitions in 
propagation and processing of information in 
networks between ordered and chaotic regimes, 
e.g.:

� Message generation rate and mutual info in state of nodes in a 
model of computer networks (Solé and Valverde, 2001)

� Branching ratio in a network of excitable elements (Kinouchi and 
Copelli, 2006)

� Mutual info between node pairs in RBNs (Ribiero et. al., 2008)

� Entropy in avalanche size in RBNs (Rämö et. al., 2008)

Joseph T. Lizier



Information theory
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Shannon entropy

Joint entropy

Conditional entropy

Mutual information

Conditional mutual information
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Total informationInformation dynamics

• We can write the total information to predict the next 
state of a destination in terms of these quantities:

Joseph T. Lizier

HX = AX + TY 1→X + higher order terms

HX = AX +HµX


